
Couple of weeks before Christmas RBBC sent out via Royal Mail A5 
window envelope to every household, letter with recycling collection 
days over the 2 weeks Christmas period, other side of letter what 
can be recycled. Am getting lots of complaints many residents didn’t 
receive. Last Tuesday’s LKRA meeting 2 of the committee said they 
didn’t receive. Will bring the envelope to tonight’s meeting, do 
wonder if residents thought it was junk mail!

Bridge Restaurant, really sad due to lack of business they have  
closed for lunch, only opening on Friday and weekend during 
lunchtime. Thanks to Jill for writing to SCC re the flooding outside 
the restaurant, I got drenched before Christmas walking past there, 
hope Jill will talk about it this evening at the meeting, whether 
Jeff/SCC can put pressure on British Rail

Banstead will not be running a Banstead in Bloom this year, am 
trying to find out why

Week ago large tree came down in Downsview, ( day/night of terrible 
wind/rain) Highway came in the evening to cut up the trunk which was 
in the road, residents had cut off as many branches they could. 
Highway back this morning cutting and removing the branches. Need to 
check if the large hole on the grass verge has been filled in

The Avenue nearly opposite Tadworth BUPA - there are 3 potholes one 
rather large, Highway knows about them they have orange dots on 
them. Am having rather a lot of complaints about them, trouble is 
parking is on the other side of the road which means cars have to 
use the pothole side. 

Have been at rather a lot of health meetings since Christmas. St 
Helier/Epsom Hospital on the 2 January had 250 ambulances arrive of 
those 200 patients had to be admitted & beds found. 9th January NHS 
England had a national average of 68% of hospitals hitting the 4 
hour wait in A&E, StH & Epsom was 82% of patients were seen in 4 
hours, did congratulate the Trust, hospitals throughout the country 
have never seen the number of patients they are seeing. At the 
Surrey Heartland meeting on the 15th January this was discussed, 
problem is the GP surgeries, often having to wait 3 weeks for an 
appointment 

6th January attended a rather long and heated meeting about 
ImprovingHealthcare Together 2020-2030. We had BBC London filming 
the meeting, was on the news from early evening. Meeting re the 
launch of the Consultancy on where the new Acute Centre is to be 
built. Residents in the St H ( includes up to Wimbledon) & Epsom 
area will have received a leaflet about public meetings, am 
attending 2 of them. The new Acute Care should be built by 2025.  
Current St H & E site have 1,048 beds, the 3 CCG say they will need 
by 2025 1,052 beds an increase of 4 beds this includes beds in the 
new Acute Care, we were all staggered!! 
85% of services will stay at the St H & E sites , both would become 
a district hospital, both sites will have a 24/7 Urgent Treatment 
Centre and beds for medically stable inpatients



Surrey Heartlands interesting meeting last Thursday, re Immunisation 
for baby/children and cancer. Our Surrey figures are not good for 
babies/children & their vaccines, we should be at 95% only at 79% , 
looking at ways we can highlight to parents their children should 
gets the jabs, suggested Tattenhams library and other libraries 
running the films we saw, measles ( which is on the increase) you 
can have loss of hearing. Said we don’t have the 9-5 hours 5 days a 
week culture any longer we need to expand weekends/early evening

Am a Trustee of Age Concern Banstead ( Outside bodies RBBC) , so 
impressed with what they do to help the lonely and elderly. As an 
organisation they are so proactive.  They are having to look for new 
premises for their monthly lunches, Chave Croft which is owned by 
Raven are closing the hall & large kitchens in June, they haven’t 
had an oven for 3 months, still managed to produce meals . 
Have said I will get involved in getting the number of volunteers 
up, also finding drivers. 

Bit concerned about the top of Kingswood Road and Epsom Lane North, 
with the parking of cars on one side, cars can’t get from ELN into 
Kingswood , cars can’t get out of Downs Way. Don’t want to suggest 
double yellow lines on the section where the parking is. It’s a real 
problem though yesterday at 2.25pm no cars were parked there at all, 
that has to be a first!!!. Will keep on monitoring it. ELN is so 
dangerous at that bend., also a busy road like Kingswood 

After asking if the land behind Tadworth Tyres/Autos could be 
cleaned up it has become worse, residents not happy.

Rachel


